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The Purpose of the B.R.H. 
 
 While the L.B.R.P. banishes negative energy on a Microcosmic level, the B.R.H. 
banishes unwanted energy on a Macrocosmic level. 
 Notice the elements are different in position in the B.R.H. and the L.B.R.P..  That 
is because they are in different positions in the Microcosm and the Macrocosm.  The 
B.R.H. also rids us of unwanted positive energy.  Let us say you are creating a Fire 
Artificial Elemental, you may not want Water energies in the area.  First it would be 
painful to the Fire energies you are working with and secondly your Artificial Fire 
Elemental would probably be less effective. 
 It is a good idea to develop a strong habit of performing the L.B.R.P. and the 
B.R.H. daily.  This is a very strong method of keeping your Microcosm and Macrocosm 
free of unwanted energies and influences both negative and positive. 
 
 

Ararita 
atyraraatyraraatyraraatyrara    

 
 Ararita is a seven-lettered name of God.  It is a notarikon, or acronym.  A 
notarikon is the reduction of a word usually Hebrew, to one of the component letters, 
usually the first.  A sentence can also be reduced to one word, as in the case of Ararita, 
by using the first letter of each word in a sentence in order, thereby giving a new word 
that sums up or represents the idea of the sentence. 
 Ararita is derived from the Hebrew sentence (Hebrew reads from right to left.): 
 

dja wtrwmt wtwdwjy ycyr ytydja cyr djadja wtrwmt wtwdwjy ycyr ytydja cyr djadja wtrwmt wtwdwjy ycyr ytydja cyr djadja wtrwmt wtwdwjy ycyr ytydja cyr dja    
 
English pronunciation is "Achad Rosh, Achdotho Rosh Ichudo Temurahzo Achad."  
This translates in English as, "One is His unity, one is His individuality, His permutation 
is one." 
 Another example of a Notarikon is the Divine name Agla, which is derived from 
the Hebrew 'Atah Gibor Le-Olahm Adonai."  The English translation is, "Thou art great 
forever my Lord." 
 By using these Notarikons, we can sum up a long and sometimes complicated 
sentence or idea in just one word.  We could grasp a deeper meaning of the sentence 
itself by examining the letters of the notarikon.  Ararita is the Divine name in the 
Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram or B.R.H..  Ararita is used to charge each of the four 
hexagrams.  Remember, each time you vibrate the name Ararita, you are expressing 
the unity of Divinity. 
 Each letter of Ararita is attributed to one of the seven ancient planets, which in 
turn are under the presidency of the seven sephiroth from hnyb to dwsy.  Seven which is 
the key number here is the number of jxn, which is where man receives his first vision 
of the Divine from Haniel.  It is also the number of days of creation.  All this fits with the 
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use of Ararita in the B.R.H., as this is the ritual we use to connect our Microcosm, 
pentagram, to the Macrocosm, hexagram.  Ararita, unity. 
 
 

Performing the Ritual 
 
 

 
 
 

Step 1 
 

 Perform the Qabalistic Cross and then move to the east in the same manner as 
the L.B.R.P.. 
 

Step 2 
 

 Facing east, draw the Fire Hexagram.  Visualize it as a golden flame, just as the 
pentagrams from the L.B.R.P. upon which the hexagrams are overlaid are in blue 
flame. 
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Step 3 

 
 Inhale, drawing in the energy, while bringing your hands to the position for 
making the Sign of the Enterer.  Thrust your index fingers in the center where both 
triangles meet, while vibrating the magical word of power Ararita.  Do this to the full 
extent of the breath. 
 

Step 4 
 
 With your right arm straight, and your index finger out, move to the south drawing 
a line from the east to the south, visualizing the line glowing in bright white light.  Then 
repeat step two, with the exception of the hexagram formed is the Earth Hexagram, with 
the magical word of power Ararita. 
 

Step 5 
 
 In the same manner move to the west, but with one difference, you will draw the 
Air Hexagram.  Repeat the magical word of power Ararita. 
 

Step 6 
 
 Continue to the north.  Draw in the north the Hexagram of Water.  Repeat the 
steps above, with the magical word of power Ararita.  Then move back to the east, 
connecting the white line from the north to the east. 
 
 If you do the L.B.R.P. before the B.R.H., visualize the gold-flaming hexagrams 
overlaid on the blue pentagrams. 
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